Stargazers
Year 5 Spring Term 2
Cardiff and Swansea Classes

The Solar System (Cardiff)
We looked at all of the planets in our
Solar System, their composition and
what they are best known for.

Jasper, Philip and Willow

The Solar System (Cardiff)
We looked at the distances between them and
took some balls outside to try and give us an idea
of the scale.

‘I enjoyed going outside and measuring
the distance between the different
planets in footsteps’ - Winnie

Solar System (Swansea)
Using a range of spherical items of different
sizes to represent the planets, we worked in
groups to explore the size and scale of the
Solar System. Following numerical data on a
table, we measured out distances in footsteps
and placed the ‘planets’ the correct distance
from the ‘Sun’. We also represented the
asteroid belt with a tray of sand and the
Kuiper belt with a tray of small stones.

‘It was fun learning about the
planets and building the Solar
System; it was the best lesson!’ Evelyn
‘It was super fun! Did you know
that Uranus used to be called
George?’ - Alfie

‘It was an amazing experience
to learn about the Solar
System.’ - Carys
‘Mercury was the size of a
peppercorn!’ - Callum P

Cardiff

Phases of the moon
We have been learning about the 8 phases of the moon
and the cycle it goes through.
Click to add text

CC

Lilie-Mae

Phases of the Moon (Cardiff)
We used white paint and a round
sponge to print all the phases of
the moon.

Swansea

Phases of the moon
We learnt about day and night, the moon
phases and the special name each has!
Zuzanna's Moon Phases

Before we created our Moon Phases
artwork, we practiced with Jaffa Cakes...just
to make sure we understood! Yum!

Hayden's Moon Phases
Callum M's Moon Phases

Life in Space Glossary (Cardiff)
Harvey

Jasper

There has been a lot of new vocabulary to learn. It
is useful to have these words up on the wall to
check some of the more tricky spellings!

Swansea

Life in Space - Glossary
Learning about life in space meant learning lots of new vocabulary! We decided to
write our own glossaries:

By Bobby

By Mariam

We discussed, debated and watched videos about the difference between gravity
and zero gravity and about the different gravitational pulls on the various planets!
Life on the International Space Station is very different to ours!

Ava

We carried out an
investigation into
weight and mass.
This was to
determine how they
are connected.

Emren

Investigating gravity
Cardiff

Investigating gravity
(Swansea)
We investigated the question, ‘Does a heavier object fall
quicker than a lighter object?’ We made predictions and
devised a fair test using heavier and lighter objects. The results
surprised most of the class; the objects fell to the ground at
the same time! To build on our knowledge, we watched a
video with Brian Cox where a bowling ball and a feather were
released together from the same height in the world’s biggest
vacuum chamber. They dropped to the ground at the same
time: amazing!

‘I was surprised because I thought the heavier object would fall
quickly but it went at the same speed as the lighter object.’
- Cora
‘I was surprised because I thought the heavier object would fall
first.’ - Mariam

Zizo

Biographies (English)
We have been looking at the lives of famous astronauts and learning how to write
a biography. A biography is a written account of a person's life, including their
background, achievements and what they might have gone on to do in later life.
Here are a couple of paragraphs from some of our work:
Mae Jemison by Jasper (Cardiff)
Early Life
On 17th October 1956, Mae Jemison was born in
Decataur, Alabama in the USA. Mae was the
youngest child in her family and had 3 other
siblings. Her mum was a teacher and her dad was a
carpenter. At the age of 5, Mae knew she wanted to
be a scientist and her family moved to Chicago to
give her a better education. When at school, she
was very hardworking and intelligent.

Tim Peake by Alfie (Cardiff)
Life as an astronaut
Tim was assigned to the mission in May
2013. He went into space travelling
28,000km/hour, with 26,000,000 hp
(horsepower)! He had to travel a distance
of 114,240,000km in total. Tim finally
returned to earth on 18th June 2016.

Biographies (English)
Mae Jemison by Sophia J-G (Cardiff)
Work as an astronaut
She badly wanted to be an astronaut so applied to
NASA. She got in with just a 5% chance from over
2,000 people. She trained for 1 year and later in
1992, she finally went into space for 8 days (190
hours).
The space shuttle she travelled in was called
Endeavour and whilst in space she was studying
motion sickness and weightlessness. She returned
safely on September 20th and said, "The thing that I
have done throughout my life is to do the best job
that I can and to be me."

Tim Peake by Daniel (Cardiff)
Education and Career
In 1992, when Tim was 20 years
old, he joined the army. Tim
started off by flying aircraft
(helicopters and aeroplanes) and
soon became very skilled in flying.
In 2005, he trained to be a
helicopter instructor. In 2009, he
had begun to realise there may be
better jobs out there, so he left the
army and found a new job for the
ESA (European Space Agency).

Biographies (English)
We learnt about two inspirational astronauts: Mae Jemison and Tim Peake. Over a few weeks,
we identified the features of biographies, researched their lives, decided what would be good
to include in a biography about them, and how we could ensure our pieces were interesting
and well written. Ask us to share our favourite facts with you!
Tim Peake by Abrar (Swansea)
Tim Peake was the first British astronaut
Tim Peake by Sean (Swansea)
to enter the International Space Station
In Space, he ate sausage patties, maple topped
(ISS). His first job was as a test pilot,
muffins and apricot cobbler! When using the
followed by a military pilot. It took him six
toilet, Tim Peake said, "...gravity is your friend!"
years of training to launch the rocket he
went on into the atmosphere. He is now
the lead ambassador for STEM.
Swansea

Biographies (English)
Tim Peake by Areeya (Swansea)
In 2008, the European Space Agency (ESA)
announced that they were accepting
applications for new astronauts. Tim saw
the advert online and decided this was an
opportunity of a lifetime that he couldn't
afford to miss. He applied with his flying
experience and academic qualifications
and his application joined 8,000 others in
the competition to achieve a place!
Luckily, he was one of six people
accepted.
Swansea

An
example of
our
fantastic
research
notes by
Arnisa

Luca

Race to Space (Cardiff)

Kai

We enjoyed learning about the
competitiveness between the Soviet Union
(USSR) and the United States (USA) for the
race to be first in space.

Race to Space (Cardiff)
‘I really enjoyed learning
about the Space Race and
the fact that the Soviet
Union were the first to
launch a pet into space!’
Ava (Cardiff)

Ana

Race to Space
(Swansea)
• We learnt about the famous 'Race to
Space' that begun in 1955 as the Soviet
Union and the United States of America
began making advances in rocket
technology and planned to launch
satellites into orbit.
• We watched a documentary,
practicing our note taking skills and
then used our new knowledge to create
a timeline of events.

By Billy

By Dylan

By Franek

Quiz - Pictures from Space
Both classes then took part in a challenging quiz, looking
at photos taken of our planet from outer space!
Some were SO tricky!

Lots of children in
Cardiff guessed this one
straight away!

Keisha in Swansea impressed
us all by guessing this one
correctly!

Can you work out where/what some of them are?
Look closely...there are some clues!

Zipwires (Cardiff)
We were able to label all of
the features of the pulley
design that is used with a
zip wire.

Joseph

Riley

Zipwires
Cardiff

We carried out an investigation into
why zip wires are so fast and the effects
of friction. We made carriages to
transport our passenger along safely
along the zipwire. We tested 3 different
materials string, garden twine and
coated wire.

Zipwires
Cardiff

We tested out our carriages
and timed them before
completing our written
investigation.

‘I also enjoyed making the carriages for
the zipwire because ours was really
good and travelled fast’ - Steven

Zipwires (Cardiff)
‘We got into groups and made carriages
to test out different zipwires. We tested
to see how much friction was present
with the different materials’ - Luca

‘I enjoyed making the zipwire carriages
and carrying out the tests’ - Ozgur

Swansea

Zipwires
We learnt all about friction, how pulleys work and
how zipwires can be used in the real world!

By Keisha- Jane
By Evelyn

By Carys

Zipwires
Swansea class worked in teams to build the carriages, to test them and to
record results. We timed their descent down the zipwire and then
evaluated how successful we had been in our designs. Finally, we made
conclusions about which material had the least amount of friction.

Swansea

Zipwires

Innovate Task (Cardiff)
We began by looking at
some rocket launches and
looking at how rockets are
made.
We identified the different
sections of the rocket and
began to think about
materials we could use to
build our rockets.

Finley

Innovate
Task (Cardiff)
Then came the fun
part..........building the
rockets!

Innovate
Task (Cardiff)

Launch Day
For safety reasons, we
had to stay inside the
viewing gallery at Cape
Manorcanaveral!

Innovate Task (Cardiff)
We filled our rockets with 250ml of water, set
them up on the launch pad and then pumped
in the air to create a vacuum and watched the
amazing results.

Swansea

Innovate Task
During our innovate task,
Swansea class used all the
knowledge they have learnt to
independently design, build and
test a rocket!
By Austin

By David

Innovate Task
We worked in groups,
looking at common
design features and
aerodynamics.

We personalised them
and got ready to test
them on the playground!

Innovate Task
We worked in groups,
looking at common
design features and
aerodynamics.

We personalised them
and got ready to test
them on the playground!

Newspaper Reports (English)
Here are some extracts from our newspaper reports about the Apollo 13 mission...
‘On April 11th 1970, the crew of Apollo
13 (Jim Lovell, Jack Swiggert and Fred
Haise) launched their rocket
successfully into space. They took off
from Cape Canaveral at The Kennedy
Space Centre in Florida, USA. This
mission didn't end as expected!’
Finley (Cardiff)

APOLLO 13 TAKES A TWIST!
Steven (Cardiff)

‘The crew suffered horrible luck even
before the launch! One of the astronauts
got measles (Thomas Mattingly) and had
to be replaced. One of the oxygen tanks
had been dropped and damaged. Back in
1970, people thought 13 was unlucky and
that the mission should have been
named something else. ’
Ana (Cardiff)

Newspaper Reports (English)

‘Looking at what happened to
Apollo 13, how Jim Lovell, Jack
Swiggert and Fred Haise
almost died was interesting.
They ended up going to the
dark side of the moon.’ Joseph
Comments
from Cardiff
class

Newspaper Reports (English)
We spent time looking at newspaper articles and their features, before we researched
all about the 'successful failure' mission of Apollo 13. We then had a go at writing our
own headlines and articles about this moment in space history:

'MADNESS TO MIRACLE' (Austin's headline)
'SPECTACULAR SPACE SURVIVAL' (Evelyn's headline)
'MISSION IMPOSSIBLE TO MISSION MIRACLE' (Sofia's headline)
Here is our shared write introduction, using everyone's ideas:

Earlier in the week, Jack Lovell, Jack Swigert and Fred Haise landed safely in the Pacific
Ocean following a failed space mission to the moon. The admirable astronauts were
lucky to be alive after a serious culmination of bad luck, system errors and explosions.
Swansea

Lucas

Home Learning
Cardiff
Harvey

Some fantastic models we
made of the Solar System
for Home Learning.

Harry

Winchester Science Centre
Cardiff and Swansea Classes visited the Winchester Science Centre and
Planetarium earlier in the half term. We explored the museum,
experimenting and investigating a wider range of scientific ideas, followed
by an exciting rocket workshop where we designed and tested our own
rockets. We finished our day with a trip to outer space in the planetarium
where we looked for constellations, planets and even visited another
milky way!

Our rocket workshop

About our trip

‘I really liked the
Planetarium most from
our trip’ - Charlie (Cardiff)

‘I also liked the trip to Winchester
Science Centre, especially the
Planetarium because there I learnt
about the different constellations.
I've since spotted some in the night
sky’ - Daniel (Cardiff)

Thank you for viewing our
presentation.

Year 5 - Cardiff and Swansea

